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Abstract

Change-point hazard rate models arise, for example, in applying "burn-in" tech
niques to screen defective items and in studying times until undesirable side effects
occur in clinical trials. The classical approach develops estimates of model parameters,
with particular interest in the threshold or change-point parameter, but exclusively in
terms of asymptotic properties. Such asymptotics can be poor for the small to moderate
sample sizes often encountered in practice. We propose a Bayesian approach, avoiding
asymptotics, to provide more reliable inference conditional only upon the data actually
observed. The Bayesian models can be fitted using simulation methods. We develop
a very general formulation of the model but also look at special cases which offer par
ticularly simple fitting. We illustrate with an application involving failure times of
electrical insulation.

Key 'Nords and Phrases: Burn-in; constant hazard rate, Gibbs sampling; order restrictions;

posterior inference; Weibull model.
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1 Introduction

In reliability theory a widely accepted procedure is to apply "burn-in" techniques to screen

out defective items and improve the lifetimes of surviving items. One helpful tool for cap-

turing "burn-in" is to model the aging process by the hazard function.

More specifically, suppose the lifetimes of items are independent, but that early failures

appear to occur at one rate and late failures (after some threshold time) appear to occur

at another rate. Let T denote the lifetime with density function f(t) and survival function

F(t) = P(T > t). Then a suitable form for the hazard function h(t) = ;~:~ is

and T is the threshold parameter, u.R+. From (1.1) the

h(t) = ho(t)I(O:::; t :::; T) + hl(t)I(t > T),

{
I if xcA

where I(A) = 0' th .
,0 erWlse

cumulative hazard function is

(1.1 )

(1.2)

where [a]+ = a if a > 0, = 0 otherwise.

Because, survivors actually have greater resistance to fatal stresses than do newer ones,

we assume that ho(t) 2: hl(t) for all t 2: O. In (1.1) if T were known, to implement screening,

items could be tested up to time T and only survivors sold. However, in practice neither T

nor ho and hI will be known. The goal of this paper is to consider inference in this general

case.

The above model is also applicable in analyzing biomedical data. For example, suppose

patients in a clinical trial receive a treatment at time O. The event times may represent the

time until undesirable side effects occur, in which case we would have an initial hazard rate,
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say ho(t) and expect a lower hazard rate say hI:

some time.

The literature to date focuses primarily on e:_"-_-

perspective. For instance, Nguyen et al. (1984) (_

Al < Ao. Basu et al. (1988) extend this to allow c-==

also Ebrahimi (1991) and Loader (1991) in this re=-_

AO are proposed and their asymptotic properties c.:-==..-:-:::' ~ .:-

for the small to moderate sample sizes often enc=~=- :::::-.:.'-

We adopt a fully Bayesian approach for this pro[~ :-.:~; .::~-:-.:==:. __

reliable inference conditional only upon the data __ -:>"-=:-'-:_

of the model we obtain an entire posterior distri ~_-:

the feature. In order to deflect customary critici:::. _

in the prior specification, we adopt rather vague -

of a likelihood analysis. We are unaware of any:- _

We remark that the hazard rate change poin: - -=.. C:.5 ..,.~ :-

different from the usual change point set up. TL ::
no

. - ..= _.

observations as 1, 2, ... , and seeks to identify tL:: "-

model occurred. Change can be considered in -

after a fixed sample size has been collected. In .:._

discrete valued variable.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Sen:

• a sample of lifetimes collected under (1.1). We (

using simulation methods. In Section 3 we speCL

which yields particularly simple fitting. We aLe
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(2.1 )

constant hazard rate change point model to a small data set of failure times of electrical

insulation in Section 4. Finally we discuss some useful extensions in Section 5.

2 Bayesian formulation of the problem

Returning to (1.1), we adopt fully parametric modeling assuming ho(t) = ho(t; (}o) and

hl(t) = hl(t; (}l)' That is, ho and hl are two, possibly distinct, parametric families of

hazard functions indexed by (}o and (}l. To capture the order restriction on ho and hl we let

For an uncensored sample Tl , T2l . .• Tn of lifetimes the likelihood takes the form

n

L((}o, (}l, T; t) = II h(tj) exp( -H(tj)),
j=l

where t = (tll' .. ,tn) denotes the observed values of the lifetimes. Let Vj( T) = 1 if tj S; T, = 0

if tj > T. Then (2.1) becomes

n

L((}o, (}ll T; t) = II ho(t j;(}otJ(T)hl(tj; (}l)l-Vj(T)

j=l
n

Xexp{ - :E(Ho(min(tj, T); (}o) + [Hl(tjj (}t} - Hl (Tj ()l)]+)}1(5). (2.2)
j=l

For our model we need to uniquely define the notion of "no change". That is, T < tj Vj is

not distinguishable from T 2: t j Vj; in either case there is no change-point during the period

of observation. As a simple remedy, if we order the observation times, t(1) < t(2) < ... < t(n),

we restrict the likelihood so that T 2: ttl)' Certainty of a change-point during the period of

observation would then add the further restriction, T < t(n)'

To create a Bayesian model we require a prior specification for (}o, (}l and T. We assume

that it takes the general form

(2.3)
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and that it is proper which assures that the posterior f(Oo, 01 , Tit) is proper. Our prior

information on T places it on the interval (0, b) with b possibly 00. The actual support for T

is truncated according to the restrictions imposed by the likelihood. When T is not bounded

above we argue below that if f (T) is improper the posterior must necessarily be improper.

We could not assume that, e.g., f(T) = 1 or f(T) = T-
l

.
•

Combining (2.2) and (2.3) provides the complete Bayesian specification and thus the

posterior f(OO,Ol,T!t) which is proportional to

(2.4)

The posteriors f(Oolt) and f(Ollt) enable us to learn about the pre and post threshold

hazards. tn fact for each t, since ho(t; 0o), Ho(t; 0o), hI (tj ( 1 ), HI (t; ( 1 ), h(tj 0o, 0ll T) and

H(t; 0 o, 0 1 , T) are all random variables, they all have posterior distributions which would be

of interest as well. However, primary interest is in the posterior for T, f( Tit) and when a

change is not certain, P( T > t(n) It).

The expression in (2.4) is not analytically tractable so we turn to simulation approaches

for fitting such a model. That is, we seek to draw samples from the posterior in (2.4) in order

to learn about its features. Customary iterative approaches using, e.g., a rejection method or

a weighted bootstrap, see Smith and Gelfand (1992), are difficult here. A good importance

sampling density is required, as it would be for Monte Carlo integration. But given the way

that 00 ,01 and T are intertwined in (2.2), this will be difficult to develop. However, the

form in (2.4) is nicely suited for Markov chain Monte Carol simulation using Gibbs sampling

updating (Gelfand and Smith, 1990). To clarify we consider the full conditional distriubtions

for 0o, for 01 and for T.

In particular, we immediately have f(OoIOl, T, t) proportional to
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n n

IT ho(tjj 80 t J (r) . f(8 0 , 8I) ·1(5)· exp{ - L:: Ho(min(tj, 7)j 80} (2.5)
j=l j=l

and f( 81180,7, t) proportional to

n n

IT h1(tj, 80 )1-vj(r) f(8 0 , 81)1(5) exp{ - L::[H1(tjj 8 1), -H1(7j 8I)]+}. (2.6)
j=l j=l

In special cases (2.5) and (2.6) will be standard distributions so that sampling will be

routine (see Section 3 for example). Generally, they will not be so that tailored strategies

depending upon the respective forms will be required. Such tailoring is discussed for example

in Gilks et al. (1996).

As for 7, suppose t(r-1) < 7 < t(r), r = 1,' .. n + 1 (with t(O) = 0 and t(n+l) = (0). Then,

on this interval f(718 0 , 8 1 , t) is proportional to

kr exp{- (n - r + 1)(H0(7, 80) - HI (7, 81))} . f (7) (2.7)

r-1 n r-1 n
where kr = IT ho(t(j); 80) IT h1(t(j); 81) ·exp{ - L:: Ho(t(j)j 80) - L:: H1(t(j)j 8 1n· (In defin-

j=l j=r j=l j=r+1
ing kr , products over an empty set of terms are set to 1, sums are set to O. We also suppress

the dependence on 80 and 8d· Hence, let Cr = krft:~21) f(7)exp{-(n - r + 1)(Ho(7, 80) -
n+1

HI (7,81)nd7, C = L Cr and Pr = Cr / c. To sample 7 we first randomly select an interval,
r=l

i.e., we select t(r-1) < 7 < t(r) with probability pr' vVe then draw 7 in this interval from the

normalized version of (2.7). That is, from the density which is (2.7) devided by Cr' Note that

kr cancels out of this density. In special cases the integration for Cr can be done explicitly

in which case the density over t(r-1) < 7 < t(r) is routine to sample. (See Section 3 again for

example.) Regardless, the univariate density in (2.7) will not be hard to sample. See again

Gilks et al. (1996) or perhaps Devroye (1986).
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We return to the comment earlier in this section where we asserted that if r is not

bounded above and f( T) is improper so must the posterior be. More explicitly, suppose for

eacht, I t
OO f(T)dT = 00. Then

= [00 [ [ [ kn+l(OO,Ol)f(Oo,Ol)I(S)d01dO o]' f(r)dT.
It(n) leo lei

Since the term in brackets is free of T, the last integral does not exist.

We conclude this section by noting that ho and hI may have common parameters. In

particular, this may be done to simplify the set S. For instance, if ho and hI are taken to

be Weibull hazards and we require ho(t) = AO/o('l°-l > A1/1('11-1 = A1(t) for all t 2: 0 this

necessitates /0 = /1, i.e., ho(t) = AO/p-1 and h1(t) = A1/t'Y-1 with AO > AI. The foregoing

distribution theory can be directly extended to handle the general situation. The Weibull

case is detailed in Section 3.

3 Two special cases

First we consider the case where ho(t) = Ao, h1(t) = AI, Ao > AI. Classical analysis for this

case using asymptotic results is presented in Nguyen et al. (1984) and Loader (1991). For

an observed sample of values t1 , ••. , tn, (2.2) becomes

L I(tJ<T) L· I(tJ>T)
Ao J - Al J 1(>.0> AI) x exp{- 'L:(>.omin(tj,T) + Adtj - T]+)} (3.1)

J

For the prior on Ao and Al we take conjugate independent gamma specifications restricted

to {Ao > Ad, i.e., f(Ao, AI) is proportional to
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(3.2)

In applications we choose the ai and bi so that the prior provides little information. For

instance, if we were confident that 7 < 7, we might choose ao and bo to yield mean (7/4)-1

with very large variance (we used 103 for our illustration in Section 4) and a1 and b1 to yield

mean (37/4t 1 again with very large variance. If the likelihood restricts 7 < t(n) we can

set 7 = t(n)' We prefer adopting proper specifications rather than improper forms such as

and encourage well behaved Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms.

From (3.1) and (3.2) we see immediately that

n n

f("\oIA1, 7; t) = Ga(aO +I: l(tj ::; 7), bo+I: min(tj, 7)) . I(Ao > AI)
j=1 j=1

and
n n

f(,,\lIAo, 7; t) = Ga(a1 +I: l(tj > 7), b1+ I:[tj - 7]+) . I(Ao > AI)'
j=l j=l

Both of these truncated Gamma densities are routine to sample.

For the prior on 7, we illustrate with the case of f(7) = (t(n) - t(1)tl,t(l) < 7 <

t(n)' Then (2.7) becomes kr exp( -(Ao - Ad(n - r + 1)7), t(r-1) < 7 < t(r) with kr
r-l n

(Ao/ AIr exp{ -Ao I: t(j) - Al I: t(j)}. Obviously, Cr hence Pr, can be computed explicitly
j=l j=r

so choosing an interval at random for 7 is easily done. Then we can draw 7 within this

interval by simple c.d.£. inversion.

The Weibull case mentioned at the end of Section 2 adds an interesting wrinkle. Now

we have ho(t) = Ao,('I-1 and h1(t) = A1/('I-1 with Ao > AI· Again taking f(Ao, Ad as in

(3.2), we assume, is, a priori independent of Ao and AI, with Ga(c, d). It is doubtful that

we really believe I to be independent of Ao and Al but since it is difficult and arbitrary
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to model dependence we prefer to let the data inform about this through the posterior. In

application, we would choose c and d to give mean 1 (roughly expressing prior indifference

as to whether the hi are increasing or decreasing), again with very large variance.

Hence, after some manipulation, !(>.o, AI", Tit) is proportional to

n

·I(Ao> Ad· exp{, I)ogtj - boAo - b1A1 - d,
j=l

n n

-Ao L: min(tJ, T'Y) - A1 L:[tJ - T'Y]+}.
j=l j=l

(3.3)

From (3.3), analogous to the previous example we see that !(Ao!A1",T,t) = Ga(ao +
n n n n

L:I(tj:S T),bo+ L:min(tJ,T'Y)) and !(A1I Ao",T,t) = Ga(a1 + L:I(tj > T),b1+ L:[tJ-
j=l j=l j=l j=l
T'Y]+). As for" it is easiest to again pin down T. If t(r-1) < T < t(r) we obtain !(,IAo, A1' T, t)

proportional to

r-1 n

,c+n-1 exp{ ,(L: log t(j) - d) - Ao L: e'Y logtU) - /\1 L: e'Y logt()) - (>.0 - A1)(n - r +1)T'Y}. (3.4)
j=l j=r

The density in (3.4) is obviously nonstandard. We suggest sampling it using a Metropolis

step within the Gibbs sampler as proposed in, e.g. Muller (1995). In fact we can create a

good proposal density for (3.4) as follows.

First note that the function <p(s) = (1 + lO)S - lOe s
, lO > ais concave in S with maximum at

So = log(c1(1 + E)) > O. Hence S - lOe S < -lOS +<p(so). Identifying Sj as ,logt(j) and taking

lO = Ao if j :S r - 1 and lO = A1 if j 2: r yields

r-1 n

, L: log t(j) - Ao L: e'Y loglU) - A1 L: e"I log tU)

j=l j=r

r-1 n

-'(>.0 L: log t(j) + A1 L: log t(j)) + canst.
j=l j=r

9



Hence, as a function of " the exponential term in (3.4) is bounded above

r-1 n

exp{ -'(,\0 L: log t(j) + Al L: log t(j) - d)}.
j=l J=r

r-1 n

A proposal density for, becomes Ga(c + n, d + Ao L: log t(j) + Al L: log t(j)). In fact, any
j=l j=r

t(j) < 1 can be deleted from the summations since it provides a negative contribution to the

exponential term in (3.4).

Lastly, for the full conditional distribution for 7, again if f( 7) = (t(n) - t(1)t1, t(1) < 7 <

t(n) then, analogous to the previous example, f( 71Ao, At", t) is proportional to k~ exp{ -(,\0-
r n

Ad(n - r + 1)71'}, t(r-1) < 7 < t(r) with k~ = (,\0/AIr exp{ -Ao L: t(j) - Al L: t(j)}' We can
j=r j=r

sample 71' as above, hence 7.

4 A numerical illustration

In Table 1, we have data which represent failure times in hours for electrical insulation in

which the insulation was subjected to a continuously increasing voltage stresses.

Table 1: Failure times for electrical insulation

219.3
121.9

79.4
40.5

86
147.1

150.2
35.1

21.7
42.3

18.5
48.7

Lawless (1982) fits a simple exponential model to these data. We consider the constant

hazard rate change point model of the previous section.

The output of the Gibbs sampler is a collection of vectors (A~e, A~e, 7n e= 1,'" Tn (=

5000 in this case) assumed to be essentially a random sample from f(Ao, AI, 7It). Using

the components of the sample vector enables us to provide inference about Ao, Al and T

respectively. In table 2 we present the posterior median and 95% equal tailed intervals

estimates for Ao, Aland T.
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Table 2: Inference summary for constant hazard change-point model.

Posterior Median Posterior Interval Estimate
.0175 (.0077,.0792)
.0103 (.0039,.0206)
55.34 (19.18,188.53)

In Figure la) we graph the posteriors for >"0/>"1 and in 1b) for T with a flat prior super

imposed. Despite the small sample size, we do find evidence that >"1 is roughly 60% of Ao

and that the threshold is roughly 50 hours.

Lastly it may be of interest to examine the survival function, F( t) = exp{ -Ao min( t, T)

Atlt - T]+}. As a function of Ao, Al and T, at a given t, it too has a posterior distribution

f (F (t) IT). The realizations (A~l' A~b Tn provide realizations Fl*(t) from this posterior. From

these realizations we can obtain posterior means and 95% individual confidence bands. These

are graphed in Figure 2.

5 Concluding remarks

We have described how to handle a general change-point hazard rate problem usmg a

Bayesian approach in the absence of censoring. The case where some of the lifetimes are

censored can also be conveniently handled. Suppose, for instance, that for item i, the actual

lifetime is not observed. Rather, the item is removed from test after time Wi at which point

it has not failed so Ti > 'Wi. All we need to do is introduce Ti as a latent variable into our

setup in (2.1) and (2.2). The form in (2.2) is unchanged except that Ti is now unknown

and restricted to be greater than Wi. Multiplying (2.2) by (2.3) now yields a posterior for

(}o, (}1' T and Ti given t 1 , t z,"', ti-1, Wi, ti+1,'" tn' Again adopting Gibbs sampling to fit the

model, the full conditional distributions for (}o, and for (}1 now given Ti = t i are exactly as

in (2.5) and (2.6). Also given Ti = ti the full conditional distribution for T is as in (2.7).

Lastly, we need to sample Ti given (}o, (}1, T with Ti > Wi, i.e., we need to sample Ti from
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th~ distribution with hazard (1.1) subject to the restriction. If we draw Ui which is an ex
!

po~ential(l) random variable and invert Ui = Ho(min(ti,T); 80 ) + [H1(ti; 81 ) - H1(T; 8d]+

to isolve for ti, then ti is a realization from the unconstrained distribution. Hence, we retain

ti if ti > Wi. If not we draw a new Ui.

The case where h(t) is a truncated "bath-tub" model, i.e., h1(t) = ),1 with ho(t) >

),1 may be of interest as in, e.g., Basu et al. (1988). We might seek to treat this as a

semiparametric model by not specifying a parametric form for ho. The sampling-based fitting

machinery could accommodate the various Bayesian nonparametric hazard approaches which

have appeared in the literature, e.g., Dirchlet processes (Ferguson, 1974), Gamma processes

(I\ialbfleisch, 1978), extended Gamma processes (Dykstra and Laud, 1981), Beta process

(ajort, 1990) and mixtures of Betas (Gelfand and Mallick, 1995). We have not examined this

approach but a larger data set than that of Table 1 would be required to justify considering

it.

Lastly, we can handle the case of more than one threshold if it were appropriate. For

in$tance, in screening defectives it might be sensible to model two stages of burn-in. In a

cli:nical trial, there might be an initial hazard rate for a side effect which, after a period of

tirp.e, changes to an intermediate lazard rate before settling into a long term hazard rate.

AljI. illustrative h(t) would take the form

with appropriate order restrictions on ),0,),1 and ),2.
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